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EU2022.CZ, ECONOMY, POLICY AND STRATEGY
Síkela and Habeck called for extending crisis framework 
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Minister of Industry and Trade Jozef Síkela (STAN) and German Minister of Economy and Climate Protection Robert
Habeck agreed that the European Commission needs to extend the validity of the Temporary Crisis Framework to help
businesses affected by Russian aggression against Ukraine as soon as possible and adjust the conditions so that is
even more flexible and better responsive to the current situation. The ministers also discussed the emerging LNG
terminals in Wilhelmshaven and Brunsbüttel, and J. Síkela stated that the Czech Republic is interested in a stake in
one of them. Another topic was the solidarity agreement, which sets the conditions under which Germany will share
gas with the Czech Republic in the event of an emergency. q

Moody's cuts CPI’s rating to Baa3 with stable outlook
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Moody's Investors Service has downgraded CPI Property Group's (CPI) credit rating to Baa3. The outlook has been
changed from negative to stable. According to the agency, the downgrade reflects the company's weaker capital
structure following the takeover of Immofinanz and S-Immo. Higher refinancing costs on maturing debt will also put
further pressure on fixed charge coverage, although a well-distributed maturity profile and hedging positions help
keep it at a level consistent with an investment grade rating. q

P. Fiala and V. Rakušan discussed migration
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Prime Minister Petr Fiala (ODS) discussed with Minister of the Interior Vít Rakušan (STAN) about illegal migration
from Syria to Europe and the fight against disinformation. The Prime Minister stated that in recent days, the number
of persons caught in transit illegal migration to the Czech Republic has decreased. The Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic (MV) together with the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic is preparing an amendment to the
Criminal Code, which should enable more effective prosecution of organizers of illegal migration. P. Fiala further
states that the MV is also preparing a draft law on restricting the dissemination of content threatening national
security. He added that the key is to preserve all freedoms for citizens. q

MPO: CZ PRES gave impetus to sustainable trade agreements
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Council of the European Union (EU) agreed on the future of an active and sustainable trade policy, and on October
17, 2022, member states formally approved the Council's conclusions on trade and sustainability. The Ministry of
Industry  and Trade of  the  Czech Republic  (MPO) informed about  this,  stating that  this  success of  the  Czech
Presidency (CZ PRES) opens up new possibilities for the negotiation of EU trade agreements with third countries as
well as more effective implementation and enforcement of rules in the field of sustainable development. Minister
Jozef Síkela (STAN) said that at the moment the EU has negotiated trade agreements with, for example, Australia,
India or Indonesia. q

Michl at IMF meeting: CNB must not cause volatility
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Governor of the Czech National Bank (ČNB) Aleš Michl, member of the bank board Karina Kubelková and other
representatives of the central bank attended the regular annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). One
of the main topics of the meeting was the stabilization of economies, to which A. Michl stated that the CNB must not
cause volatility by itself and must be a solid anchor stabilizing conditions in the economy. The annual meeting of the
IMF was held from October 10 to 16, 2022 in Washington. q

NKÚ: State-supported industrial research not effective 
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Supreme Audit Office (NKÚ) examined how money from the state budget was distributed for the purposeful
support  of  industrial  research,  development  and  innovation.  During  the  inspection  of  three  national  programs
managed by the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic (MPO), of which approximately CZK 10bn was
spent between 2016 and 2022, the NKÚ found deficiencies reducing the effectiveness and efficiency of the subsidies
provided. As the inspection of 19 selected projects of the TRIO program showed, the projects mostly achieved the
expected results of research and development, but in most cases they did not lead to the fulfillment of economic
benefits in practice. In the audited projects, the NKÚ found that two or three years after the completion of the
projects, sales reached an average of only 10.2 % and profit 7.6 % of the volume that the beneficiaries expected in
their support applications. This is also why more than 63 % of the 19 projects were evaluated by the NKÚ as having
limited efficiency and effectiveness or wholly lacking efficiency and effectiveness. q

https://www.mpo.cz/cz/rozcestnik/pro-media/tiskove-zpravy/ministr-sikela-s-ministrem-habeckem-vyzvali-k-prodlouzeni-docasneho-krizoveho-ramce-na-pomoc-velkym-firmam--270446/
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-CPI-Property-Group-to-Baa3-outlook-stable--PR_470457
https://www.vlada.cz/cz/media-centrum/aktualne/premier-petr-fiala-navstivil-ministerstvo-vnitra-199937/
https://www.mpo.cz/cz/rozcestnik/pro-media/tiskove-zpravy/-ceske-predsednictvi-dalo-novy-impulz-obchodnim-dohodam-eu--rada-schvalila-zavery-k-obchodu-a-udrzitelnosti--270451/
https://www.cnb.cz/cs/cnb-news/tiskove-zpravy/CNB-na-jednani-Mezinarodniho-menoveho-fondu/
https://www.nku.cz/cz/pro-media/tiskove-zpravy/dotace-na-prumyslovy-vyzkum:-ekonomicke-prinosy-podpory-zustavaji-daleko-za-predpoklady--mpo-proplacelo-i-neprimerene-vysoke-osobni-naklady-id12796/
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VRP: Budget prep process has no legislative support  
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Committee for Budget Forecasts (VRP) evaluated the forecast of the revenues of the sector of government
institutions of the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic from August 2022 in terms of the probability of its
fulfillment. According to the standard budget process, this prediction should have been used for revenue planning in
the 2023 state budget law. The VRP said that the actual proposed budget revenue differs from the version approved
by it, slightly in several items and in one significantly. A fundamental change was the inclusion of a tax on windfall
profits and the introduction of a ceiling on market revenues from electricity production in the total amount of CZK
100bn in budget revenues. The VRP stated that such a procedure has no support in the current legislation and added
that it does not have sufficient information to evaluate these extraordinary incomes in terms of the probability of their
achievement. q

Analysts: Energy prices remain a risk for industry  
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

September industrial producer prices suggest that while price pressures are already easing for some items, prices for
a number of others continue to rise gradually following some lag in input cost growth. In response to the statistical
data, the chief economist of the Czech Banking Association, Jakub Seidler, stated this, saying that price growth
remains relatively noticeable. The chief economist of BH Securities, Štěpán Křeček, added that price increases may
start to threaten the competitiveness of Czech products abroad. Capping energy prices will help small and medium-
sized businesses. However, large industrial enterprises with a high energy demand, which will not be covered by the
energy  price  ceilings,  may  run  into  problems.  Raiffeisenbank  analyst  David  Vagenknecht  noted  that  although
companies on average do not plan to increase the pace of price increases until the end of the year, energy prices are
still a risk. On average this year, his forecast expects industrial producer prices to grow by around 27 %, but he
considers dynamics of around 25 % to be more likely. q

Prices in industry up 25.8 %, 33.6 % in agriculture  
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Industrial producer prices increased by 25.8 % y/y in September 2022 (25.2 % in August). In particular, the prices of
electricity,  gas, steam and air conditioning increased by 64.0 %. They were also higher in the coke and refined
petroleum products sector. The data was published by the Czech Statistical Office. Agricultural producer prices were
higher by 33.6 %. Construction works rose in price by 13.1 % and market services for businesses by 6.8 %. According
to Eurostat data, industrial producer prices rose by 43.0 % in the EU27 in August 2022. They rose by 51.8 % in Slovakia
and by 25.2 % in the Czech Republic. q

Allianz: Chip shortages hit European carmakers hardest
Friday, October 14 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The main victims of the chip shortage in the last two years have been car manufacturers. According to estimates by
insurer Allianz Trade, some 18 million vehicles have been out of production. The crisis has had the biggest impact in
Europe, where the damage is estimated by the insurer's analysts to amount to around EUR 100bn in added value
between 2021 and 2022. Carmakers and their suppliers have responded to the pandemic by significantly reducing
inventories and semiconductor orders. However, demand for new vehicles recovered faster than expected in 2020. In
the meantime, however, chipmakers have shifted their capacity elsewhere, leaving the auto industry with insufficient
capacity. As a result, car production in Europe has fallen to an unprecedented low of 13 million vehicles. q

MMR: Heat consumers to get consumption data monthly
Friday, October 14 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

MPs have approved a bill in its third reading that will allow people to receive information on their heat and hot water
consumption.  The bill  reports will  be delivered to citizens at  least  monthly  intervals.  The Ministry  of  Regional
Development added that this is a transposition of an EU directive into Czech law. Minister Ivan Bartoš (Pirates) said
that it is also an effort to ensure that the information obligation and the costs associated with it do not burden small
housing cooperatives and housing associations. It is therefore necessary to change the definition of a remotely
readable meter. Where there is no digital system for remote data acquisition, no one will be forced to buy expensive
meters in the current crisis. q

LEGISLATION AND REGULATION
PSP approves growth in state budget gap to CZK 375bn
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic has approved an increase in the state budget deficit for this year to
CZK 375bn. The government proposed the budget amendment due to the consequences of the war in Ukraine, high
inflation, and energy prices. These factors were not known at the time the budget was drawn up. Budget revenues are
expected to increase due to higher tax collection. q

https://unrr.cz/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/221017_TS-VRP-k-procesu-pripravy-stataniho-rozpoctu-2023.docx
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/cri/indexy-cen-vyrobcu-zari-2022
https://www.allianz-trade.com/cs_CZ/novinky-a-analyzy/tiskove-zpravy/nedostatek-cipu-nejvice-zasahl-evropske-automobilky.html
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6711137-i-bartos-chceme-aby-naklady-spojene-s-informacni-povinnosti-o-spotrebe-tepla-a-teple-vody-nepadaly-na-mala-svj
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EC introduces proposals to reduce price of natural gas
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

On October 18, 2022, the European Commission (EC) proposed a new emergency regulation to address high gas
prices in the EU and ensure security of supply in the winter. The proposal includes common gas purchasing, price
capping mechanisms for trading in the virtual hub Title Transfer Facility (TTF), new measures for transparent use of
infrastructure,  solidarity  between Member States and continued efforts to reduce gas demand.  The EC is  also
proposing to mobilise up to EUR 40bn from the Cohesion Policy fund to tackle the energy crisis and is considering
additional  subsidies  from the  REPowerEU programme to  accelerate  the  transition  of  Member  States  to  green
energy. q

MPO: Updated EC crisis framework will help all sectors
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Czech government has approved an update of the European Commission's so-called Temporary Framework,
which will allow more Czech companies to apply for support for the increased costs of natural gas and electricity due
to the extraordinary rise in their  prices.  The Ministry of  Industry and Trade (MPO) informed that the expected
allocation of the programme is up to CZK 30bn. Minister Jozef Síkela (STAN) said that MPO had extended the scope
of the programme to all sectors of the Czech economy and added that the government had specified and improved
conditions for particularly energy-intensive enterprises whose energy costs exceed 3% of the value of their turnover.
MPO will launch the call in the first half of November. q

MMR: Senate to discuss support of low-emission vehicles
Friday, October 14 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Chamber of Deputies approved a bill on the promotion of low-emission vehicles through public procurement and
public services in passenger transport. The Ministry of Regional Development (MMR) informed that the number of
low-emission vehicles in the Czech Republic should continuously increase. It specified that in the first phase until
2025, the set share of newly acquired low-emission vehicles is 29.7% for passenger cars and light commercial
vehicles, 41% for buses and 9% for trucks. The regulatory requirement is based on European legislation that promotes
clean mobility with an emphasis on electric propulsion. The bill will be discussed by the Senate. The ministry also
supports the acquisition of low-emission vehicles from the Integrated Regional Operational Programme (IROP). 29
projects worth CZK 4.1bn are registered in the current call. q

MZV: EU to sanction Iran for drone supply to Russia
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

EU member states’ ambassadors have approved sanctions against Iranian entities responsible for supplying drones to
Russia that are used to attack Ukraine. Therefore, member states will freeze the assets of three individuals and one
entity responsible. At the same time, the EU is prepared to expand sanctions to an additional four Iranian entities that
were on another sanction list in the past. The sanctions will be enacted after publishing in the Official Journal on
October 20, 2022. This information was provided by the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MZV), adding that this was
another success of the Czech Republic’s EU Presidency. q

EP proposes not to recognise Russian passports
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

On October 20, 2022, the European Parliament (EP) agreed that EU countries would not accept travel documents
issued by Russia in occupied Ukrainian territories and so-called breakaway territories of Georgia to issue a visa or
cross the EU’s external borders. The final wording of the act will be discussed with the Council of the European Union.
The European Commission should set a list of non-acceptable Russian travel documents. It should also add new
regions or remove some regions from the list of occupied territories. According to the EU, almost all member states
have announced that they do not accept Russian passports issued in occupied foreign regions. q

HK: Employment of foreigners under threat
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Czech Chamber of Commerce (HK) has praised the government's discussion of a modification of the regulation
on the maximum number of applications for employment cards, which will redistribute part of the unused quota from
Ukraine among other countries. At the same time, however, it warned that this programme is at risk of disappearing
as of January 1, 2023. The Czech Republic could thus reopen to illegal work and low-paid labour after six years. The
reason for this is the situation in which the table positions of almost 100 staff of the Asylum and Migration Policy
Department of the Ministry of the Interior and 10 staff of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who have so far screened
employers and applicants from abroad for residence permits, will not be covered financially in 2023. q

Comparison tools demand EC ban on Google dominance
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Representatives of 43 leading European comparison tools from 15 countries have once again called on the European
Commission in a letter to ban Google from favoring its Google Shopping service. Despite the fine of 2.4 billion euros
(almost CZK 62 billion) levied in 2017, the Internet search engine continues to violate the rules of competition on the
European price comparison market. It prioritizes its price comparison tool within the general search results pages.
Heureka Group further informed that a coalition of companies operating throughout the European Economic Area
(EEA) also alerted the EC to the Digital Markets Regulation (DMA) valid from October 2022. The standard now
includes an even more explicit prohibition against gatekeeper search engines inserting their own specialized search
services into their general search results pages. The signatories of the letter include, in addition to the Heureka
Group, the German LadenZeile and Idealo, the Italian Trovaprezzi or the Swedish Prisjak or the French leGuide. q

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/cs/ip_22_6225
https://www.mpo.cz/cz/rozcestnik/pro-media/tiskove-zpravy/vladni-pomoc-firmam-podle-docasneho-krizoveho-ramce-se-rozsiri-na-dalsi-sektory--270511/
https://www.mmr.cz/cs/ostatni/web/novinky/mmr-verejna-doprava-se-docka-vice-modernich-nizkoe
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/cs/press-room/20221017IPR43907/meps-say-no-to-russian-passports-from-occupied-regions-stress-right-to-asylum
https://www.komora.cz/press_release/upravu-kvot-vitame-vladnimu-programu-na-zamestnavani-pracovniku-ze-zahranici-ale-hrozi-od-ledna-zanik-zeme-se-tak-znovu-muze-otevrit-nelegalni-praci-a-spatne-placene-pracovni-sile-varuje-hospodarsk/
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6713702-heureka-s-dalsimi-srovnavaci-vyzyva-evropskou-komisi-k-zastaveni-zneuzivani-dominance-googlu
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SUBSIDIES, INVESTMENTS, EU MARKET
EPH almost tripled revenues to EUR 15.1bn
Friday, October 14 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Energetický a průmyslový holding (EPH) reported a year-on-year increase in revenue from EUR 5.7bn to EUR 15.1bn for
H1 2022. EBITDA rose from EUR 1.05bn to EUR 1.67bn. EPH said this in an unaudited consolidated report, adding that
the full result for the half-year amounted to EUR 836m. q

OP Fisheries will provide CZK 1.1bn for aquaculture
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Ministry of Agriculture (MZe) has announced the first calls of the Operational Programme Fisheries for the new
period 2021-2027. The call Investments in aquaculture will support CZK 50m for enterprises, fishermen's associations
and associations.  The funds are  e.g.  intended for  the  construction and reconstruction of  ponds.  The Product
Processing call will support micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises with CZK 10m. By 2027, the Ministry will
provide CZK 1.1bn in subsidies to fishermen through the OP. Agriculture Minister Zdeněk Nekula (KDU-ČSL) said that
fishing is  a  renewable resource that  contributes to  improving the state  of  the landscape and water  retention.
Applications for subsidies can be submitted until November 28, 2022, through the ISKP21+ portal. q

Eurowag closes partnership with German JITpay Group
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

W.A.G payment solutions (Eurowag) has announced a strategic partnership with JITpay Group, a German payment
service provider specialising in the logistics industry. Eurovag is a pan-European integrated payment and mobility
platform focused on the commercial road transport sector. The collaboration will enable Eurowag to expand its
product portfolio with solutions for invoice discounting, digital invoicing, and receivables management. As part of the
partnership, Eurowag has acquired a minority stake in JITpay Group with an option to increase the stake subject to
regulatory approval. In addition, the move will strengthen Eurowag's presence in Germany, which is the largest freight
market in Europe. q

Daikin to invest EUR 50m in Brno in heat pump production
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Daikin, the Japanese manufacturer of air-conditioning systems and heat pumps, will invest EUR 50m in expanding
production in Brno. The company added that it was strengthening its European production capacity to satisfy the
growing demand for sustainable heating solutions. The investment, thanks to which the production should quintuple,
will create at least 500 new job opportunities in the region of Brno by 2025. q

Škoda ships first tram for Rhein-Neckar-Verkehr
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Škoda Transportation has dispatched the first tram from a contract for the Rhein-Neckar-Verkehr transport company.
Škoda Group CZ also announced that the tram has undergone recovery, static and first dynamic tests on the test track
in Plzeň. It will be further tested in Ludwigshafen. As already reported by ČIANEWS, the rolling stock manufacturer will
deliver 80 trams to the German transport company with an option for another 34. They will be operated on lines
between the cities of Mannheim, Ludwigshafen, and Heidelberg. The first tram was to be delivered in 2021. The total
value of the contract is expected to reach almost CZK 7bn. q

DRFG working on CZK 7bn acquisitions in Poland
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The DRFG investment group still perceives Poland as a strategic market and intends to focus on developing industrial
real estate, especially logistics parks and small commercial units. Currently, it is completing a project in Wroclaw in
collaboration with the developer Frontier with an area of 10,000 m2, which has been almost fully leased. It is also
preparing other small commercial units at various locations in Poland. With Panattoni, DRFG has recently completed
a logistics centre with an area of almost 48,000 m2 in Sosnowiec that will be fully leased by the end of 2022. In 2023,
a project near Poznań with an area of 38,000 m2 will be finished. In addition, the group has projects with more than
345,000 m2 of leasable space in a market value exceeding CZK 7bn in the acquisition phase, which it plans to
complete in the next five years. q

Nextview buys Brno’s Mooza Inspire start-up
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Nextview, the European consulting partner of the Salesforce CRM platform, has purchased the Czech marketing start-
up Mooza Inspire. Nextview has gained a position in the Czech and Polish markets with this acquisition. Brno-based
Mooza now has teams in Warsaw, Cracow, and Prague. With 50 consultants and more than 150 certifications, Mooza
is one of Salesforce Gold’s leading partners in Central and Eastern Europe. q

Primoco UAV sells two aircraft to a European client
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Primoco UAV has sold two unmanned aircraft worth EUR 1.7m to a European client. According to general director
Ladislav Semetkovský, the Primoco UAV One 150 machines will help secure the external border of the Schengen Area.
Furthermore, he specified that the aircraft were in absolute accordance with the European Union Aviation Safety
Agency’s (EASA) operating instructions. The company expects to conclude more contracts on aircraft supply with
several new customers in the coming weeks, which will ensure the company’s profitability in 2022. q

https://www.epholding.cz/wp-content/uploads/fs_eph_06_2022_final.pdf
https://eagri.cz/public/web/mze/tiskovy-servis/tiskove-zpravy/x2022_prvni-vyzvy-noveho-operacniho-programu.html
https://www.eurowag.com/cs/spolecnost/tiskove-zpravy/spolecnost-eurowag-uzavrela-strategicke-partnerstvi-se-skupinou-jitpay-group
https://www.daikin.eu/en_us/press-releases/daikin-europe-expands-heat-pump-manufacturing-capacity-in-the-czech-republic.html
https://www.drfg.cz/news/investicni-skupina-drfg-vnima-polsko-i-nadale-jako-strategicky-trh/
https://mooza.io/mooza-nextview-joining-forces/
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6718905-cesky-vyrobce-bezpilotnich-letounu-primoco-uav-se-rozsiruje-evropskou-zakaznickou-zakladnu-o-dalsi-prodeje
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FTMO acquires German FD Brokers and targets EU
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Czech trading platform FTMO acquires FD Brokers, a German company with Cypriot roots and offices in Spain and
Bulgaria. The German firm offers online trading of stocks, forex, financial derivatives and other investment services.
The value of the acquisition is in the lower hundreds of millions of CZK. With the purchase, FTMO will offer clients
traditional brokerage services enabling trading with their own money in addition to simulated trading. The acquisition
will enable FTMO to reach investors in Germany, Spain, Bulgaria, Cyprus and, thanks to passporting, in some other EU
countries. However, there are plans to expand its services to other markets. The transaction is subject to regulatory
approval. q

US Miro acquires video conference startup Around
Friday, October 14 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The American company Miro has taken over  the Czech-Slovak startup Around.  The video conferencing startup
announced that its product will soon feature several new collaboration features and an updated brand - Around by
Miro Labs. q

Credo closes CS4 fund with EUR 75m, invests in start-ups
Thursday, October 13 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Credo Ventures has announced closing its CS4 fund with EUR 75m. The fund will support start-ups in the region of
Central and Eastern Europe focused on Pre-Seed to Series A. Since its first closure at the beginning of 2022, the fund
has realised nine investments. It has gained new and returning investors – RSJ PE, Isomer, Cendana Capital, Aternus,
Atomico, Sequoia Capital, the founder of UiPath, Avast, Adastra, Productboard, Rohlik.cz and Pale Fire Capital. In
addition, Guillaume Fournier, Maciej Gnutek and Karolina Mrozkova have become general partners. q

ČD Cargo: Mošnov to connect MSK with ports in Europe
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

On October  19,  2022,  Mošnov  Terminal  was  ceremonially  commissioned  by  Moravian-Silesian  Regional  (MSK)
governor Ivo Vondrák (ANO), Ostrava mayor Tomáš Macura (ANO) and representatives of logistics firm owners. The
combined transport  terminal  will  be  operated by  Innofreight  Czech Republic,  Medlog Czech Republic,  Budamar
Logistics and ČD Cargo Logistics. Its construction was under the umbrella of Concens. ČD Cargo board chairman
Tomáš Tóth said that the company was preparing several new projects in which Mošnov played an important role. The
terminal will connect MSK with European ports. Its position provides one with access to the motorway network and
first-class roads. It also offers a direct electrified connection to the railroad corridor. q

HKK to distribute CZK 1.2bn to social services
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Hradec Králové Region (HKK) council approved the reallocation of the financial reserve of CZK 62m, which the
region had prepared for the financing of social services in the region. In total, more than CZK 1.2bn will go to social
services in 2022. In addition to the state budget, the users of social services, the HKK and municipalities in the region
contribute to the financing of social services. The total financial support from the state, the region and municipalities
this year amounted to more than CZK 1.8bn. The region also used the support of the European Social Fund for the
development of social services in the amount of almost CZK 80m. q

ÚOHS permits W & P/Innofreight to control inno4wood  
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Office for the Protection of Competition (ÚOHS) has granted Innofreight Transportlogistik GmbH and Wood
& Paper joint control of inno4wood GmbH. The latter will perform all functions of a separate economic unit in the long
term. The merger is mainly in the field of freight forwarding services for the transport of wood by rail. The authority
considers that the concentration will not lead to a significant impediment of competition. The decision has already
become final. q

ŠKODA invests over EUR 200m in Vrchlabí
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

ŠKODA AUTO has already produced over 4 million DQ200 direct-shift automatic transmissions in Vrchlabí, which are
used throughout the VW Group. The carmaker has invested more than EUR 200m in this production over 10 years,
mainly in digitalisation, Industry 4.0 technologies, and sustainability. The Vrchlabí plant is the first of ŠKODA AUTO's
global production capacities with a neutral CO2 balance from 2020. q

SZIF to allocate CZK 8.2bn to farmers  
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The State Agricultural Intervention Fund (SZIF) has started issuing decisions on the Single Area Payment (SAPS),
which is set by the European Union and the rate is set annually by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic
according to European Commission regulations. Immediately after sending the decision, regardless of the acquisition
of legal force, the SZIF will pay advances in the amount of 70 %. This year's rate is CZK 3,213.91 per hectare.
Applicants will receive the remaining part of the funds after December 1, 2022. More than 31,000 applications were
submitted this year, and the fund will distribute more than CZK 8.2bn among them as part of advance payments. q

http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6715152-bez-investic-k-akvizici-za-stovky-milionu-ceske-ftmo-kupuje-brokera-temer-zdvojnasobi-tym-a-nabidne-sirsi-sluzby
https://www.cdcargo.cz/aktuality/-/asset_publisher/eJwZFZ6uHkBH/content/moravskoslezsky-kraj-se-propojuje-s-evropskymi-pristavy?inheritRedirect=false&redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdcargo.cz%2Faktuality%3Fp_p_id%3D101_INSTANCE_eJwZFZ6uHkBH%26p_p_lifecycle%3D0%26p_p_state%3Dnormal%26p_p_mode%3Dview%26p_p_col_id%3Dcolumn-3%26p_p_col_pos%3D1%26p_p_col_count%3D2
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6718149-mezi-socialni-sluzby-kraj-letos-rozdeli-vice-jak-1-2-miliardy-korun-z-dotace-ze-statniho-rozpoctu
https://www.uohs.cz/cs/informacni-centrum/tiskove-zpravy/hospodarska-soutez/3424-uohs-povolil-fuze-v-oblastech-prepravy-dreva-a-prodeje-nabytku.html
https://www.skoda-storyboard.com/cs/tiskove-zpravy-archiv/zavod-skoda-auto-ve-vrchlabi-deset-let-vyroby-prevodovek-a-dalsiho-cileneho-rozvoje/
https://www.szif.cz/cs/CmDocument?rid=%2Fapa_anon%2Fcs%2Fzpravy%2Fzpravy_o_fondu%2Ftiskove_zpravy%2F1666007815219.pdf
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IROP to reimburse 11 ambulances to ZZS PAK
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

IROP will reimburse the Pardubice Region Medical Emergency Service (ZZS PAK) for the purchase of 11 ambulances.
The total cost of the project amounted to CZK 42.1m, 90% of which will be covered by subsidy funds. The governor of
the Pardubice Region (PAK) Martin Netolický (ČSSD) specified that the rescuers now have eight large ambulances and
three rendez-vous vehicles. The vehicles for the rendez-vous system are equipped with equipment for the installation
of medical material and information technology to meet the conditions for providing medical care for patients. The
information was made public by PAK. q

Colliers: European real estate yields to average 8.8%
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The commercial real estate market is undergoing a new phase of revaluation, triggered by the slowing pace of
investment activity in the sector. Colliers predicts that the resulting real estate market re-pricing, which will  be
influenced by the continued rise in interest rates, will occur over the next 12 to 24 months. On average, yields are
expected to shift by 75 basis points, equivalent to about a 15% reduction in capital value. The magnitude of the
changes ranges from 0% to 30% and their timing will vary from country to country. The shock that the market is now
feeling can be largely absorbed, according to Colliers. Over a 10-year period, an investor can expect an average return
of 8.8% for European property across its sectors. q

ŠKODA registrations in EU+EFTA+UK grow by 41%
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

ŠKODA AUTO recorded a 15.3% y/y decline in registrations in the EU+EFTA+UK markets to 401,000 new passenger
vehicles in the first nine months of 2022. Its market share fell from 5.2% to 4.8%. In September alone, the brand
reported 54,471 registrations, up 41.0% y/y. The market share rose from 4.0% to 5.2%, according to data from the
European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA). Total passenger car registrations in the EU rose by 9.6% y/y
to 787,870 in September. They fell by 9.9% to 6 784 318 by September. q

TRENDS, DIGITALISATION AND INNOVATION
Arbes supplies mobile investing app to Raiffeisenbank
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Arbes Technologies has provided Raiffeisenbank with a mobile application for retail clients. As of September 2022, it
enables them to invest in securities – shares, ETF, investment certificates and mutual funds. If successful, other
banks within the Raiffeisenbank International Group on the European market will start offering this application to their
clients.  The  application  for  smartphones  can  be  downloaded  for  free  from  the  App  Store  and  Google  Play
platforms. q

EP: 3.5 million chargers to be built in EU by 2030
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The European Parliament (EP) has agreed that by 2025 there will be a charging station for electric vehicles for every
60 km of motorway. By 2030, more than 3.5 million charging stations are expected to be built across the EU, roughly
ten times as many as now. The regulation is subject to approval by member states. MEP Mikuláš Peksa (Pirates) said
that the European transport sector currently accounts for more than 27% of EU emissions and if we are serious about
decarbonising it, we need to guarantee adequate infrastructure based on common rules. q

ŠKODA sold 17,059 cars with alternative drive in Germany 
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The number of registrations of new ŠKODA AUTO passenger cars with alternative drive in Germany for January to
September 2022 fell year-on-year from 24,601 to 17,059. This was reported by the German Federal Motor Transport
Authority (KBA), adding that they accounted for 15.7% of total ŠKODA new car sales. A year earlier, the figure was
21.1%. Registrations of electric vehicles totalled 14,773 units. The Czech carmaker's total registrations in Germany
weakened from 116,729 to 108,747 vehicles in the nine months. q

Thein Industry secures hydrogen vans for Packeta
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Thein Industry arranged a test of HYVIA hydrogen vans for Packeta Group, which also includes Zásilkovna. This is the
first coordination of Czech companies to use hydrogen in commercial road transport. The test period will run until the
end of 2022, during which Packeta will test the hydrogen Master Van H2-TECH from HYVIA, a Renault Group company,
in Germany in real operation. The result of the test will be a case study, on the basis of which the companies will
discuss further steps to develop hydrogen mobility in freight transport, including in the Czech Republic. q

App Ultima Payments connects payments, charging stations 
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Slovak Ultima Payments is entering the Czech market with the Smart Fuel Pass platform. The mobile application
connects the unique payment system with electric car charging stations and at the same time provides users with up-
to-date information on charging status and remote access to chargers. Global Payments, a provider of payment
services and technologies, became a platform partner. It implemented a payment gateway into the system, through
which money is topped up to the account in the application. q

https://www.pardubickykraj.cz/aktuality/118161/krajsti-zachranari-dostanou-zpetne-penize-na-porizeni-11-sanitek
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6716893-colliers-reset-cen-komercnich-nemovitosti-meni-strategii-investoru
https://www.acea.auto/files/20221018_PCPR_2209_FINAL.pdf
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6720423-prvni-mobilni-investicni-aplikaci-raiffeisenbank-dodal-arbes
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6718423-pocet-dobijecek-pro-elektricka-auta-se-ma-zdesetinasobit-uz-do-roku-2025-schvalili-europoslanci
https://www.kba.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/AlternativeAntriebe/2022/pm40_2022_Antriebe_09_22_komplett.html
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6714316-thein-industry-zajistil-pro-packetu-vodikove-dodavky-testovaci-jizdy-probehnou-v-nemecku
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6712251-elektromobilita-na-vzestupu-na-cesky-trh-prichazi-unikatni-sluzba-ktera-promeni-stavajici-system-nabijeni-elektromobilu
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Tatra Trucks to present 2 Phoenix vehicles at Bauma trade fair
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Tatra Trucks and its partners will present two Tatra Phoenix model series vehicles for the construction and mining
industry at Bauma. Specifically, the models will be a swap body carrier on a Tatra Phoenix 6x6 chassis and a heavy
tipper on a Tatra Phoenix 8x8 chassis. Bauma will take place in Munich on October 24-30, 2022. q

RegioJet launches pre-sale of tickets for Christmas period
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

RegioJet is launching advance ticket sales for the Christmas period and the beginning of 2023, including European
destinations such as Vienna, Budapest, Bratislava or Košice. From December 11, 2022, when the new timetable
comes into force, some travel times will also be shortened. For pre-Christmas trips to European destinations, in
addition to train connections, people can also use RegioJet bus connections, which will take them to, for example,
Christmas markets in Dresden, Berlin or Munich. q

Eurowag's EVA enables new payment of tolls in Germany
Tuesday, October 18 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The EVA on-board unit from Eurowag now enables the payment of tolls on German roads. Through this solution,
drivers can now pay tolls in Hungary, Belgium, Austria and Poland in addition to Germany. The unit has advanced
telematics and the FuelGuard function, which ensures protection against refueling fraud. The provider of integrated
road transport solutions in Europe plans to gradually add more countries. q

Upheal using AI gains USD 1.05m development investment 
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The Czech-American startup Upheal has received an investment of USD 1.05m. The company offers a tool that uses
artificial intelligence (AI) to create notes from conversations, understand them, sort them according to context and
provide a comprehensive summary. It is used, among others, by therapists, for whom it allows them to focus purely
on the client. The Healtech startup will use the resources for further development. q

Profika: Robotisation to increase production efficiency
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

The return on investment in a machine without robotisation is 25.5 months. The investment in acquiring a machine
with robotisation is returned in 27.2 months. The robotisation itself pays off in less than two months. A model
analysis by CNC machine tools supplier Profika also shows that thanks to robotisation, production efficiency is
increased, which makes the return on investment faster. The problem is a shortage of qualified employees ready to
control instruments for automation and robotisation and an insufficient link between schools and industry needs.
According to the International Federation of Robotics, the Czech Republic is 21st in the world in the number of robots
per number of classic employees. q

NEWS FROM SLOVAKIA
Slovak GNI saw a year-on-year increase of 5.4%
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

In 2021, the gross national income (GNI) of the Slovak Republic reached EUR 97.3bn, which is 5.4% more year on year.
The Slovak Statistical Office stated that the data on GNI for the previous period from 2010 were adjusted according to
international methodology in the interval from -0.3% to +1.4% of GNI. q

SR's public deficit reduced to 5.46% of GDP by data revision
Thursday, October 20 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

In 2021, the public finance deficit  of the Slovak Republic decreased to 5.46% of GDP (EUR 5.4bn). The Slovak
Statistical Office stated that the public administration debt in 2021 reached EUR 61.3bn, which was 62.19% of GDP.
Both indicators improved as part of the current autumn specification of the state's economic results compared to the
spring estimate for last year. The most significant positive effect on the change in the deficit was mainly the higher
collection of corporate income taxes (by EUR 650m). The change in the reporting of transactions related to PPP
projects had, on the other hand, a negative effect. Based on the recommendations of Eurostat, the Slovak Statistical
Office adjusted the recording of transactions, which led to an increase in the deficit by EUR 136m in 2021 and by EUR
55m in 2020. q

Košice Airport handled 161,655 passengers in summer
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Košice Airport handled 161,655 passengers in the summer season from June 5 to September 29, 2022. In 2019,
before the coronavirus pandemic, the number of passengers was 184,742, the highest in the airport's history. For the
first nine months of this year, the airport handled 446,065 passengers, up 329,987 y/y. q

http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6718145-tatra-trucks-spolecne-se-svymi-partnery-predstavi-na-veletrhu-bauma-vozy-modelove-rady-tatra-phoenix-pro-tezke-tereny
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6716270-regiojet-spousti-predprodej-vlakovych-i-autobusovych-jizdenek-na-prosinec-lide-si-tak-mohou-naplanovat-vylet-na-vanocni-trhy-nebo-svatky-s-rodinou
https://www.eurowag.com/cs/spolecnost/tiskove-zpravy/palubni-jednotka-od-eurowagu-nove-umoznuje-platby-mytneho-v-nemecku
https://www.upheal.io/announcement
http://www.cianews.cz/cs/6718915-profika-robotizace-o-zamestnani-nepripravi-naopak-experti-budou-nepostradatelni
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/7507fa53-73dd-44ba-8db4-ceb7cf054cca/!ut/p/z1/tVHLbsIwEPyWHjhau2CnTo8G0SQUUIGmEF8q5wVpIAnECuXvcapeeuDRQ31ZW5oZz-yAhBXIQjXZWumsLNTWvAP5-DHjnt3vdwVif0zRG70spu7guef4Fix_A-zpfIjem3h15iPWRWaBvM5_BwkyKnSlNxCUYa02pM5JVqRE5bqD5lIedsZNUySkrg6qOXWwqROdm8kt5KmyKOE0jgljoSJ2HDISJSGPUrRYFKlWvoqyGIK70Mtbeds4eOEINHz5DRk4wmV8jGiPHQs94frzpxmlKOgP4IpGYDzwix66HJZNlhzBL9rNbGHxx4guwuhWK6b27HO_l8J0UxY6-dKw-o9yzD-9w2QwWZsESm9a6RJWd1Grnb-z6Ynk6WRImQxPR_FwBgOEhHQ!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/82a3d91e-053f-448e-bc75-c9c6cf1e5f95/!ut/p/z1/tVFNc4IwFPwtPXjMvIchAsfoWMCqU22pkksnIihFA0oG679v6PTSgx89NJeXzOxudt-CgCUIJZt8I3VeKrkz71j03mdO6Pb7FkfsjymGo6eXaTB47PoRg8VvgDudDzF85c_-fGRbaDMQ1_lvIEAkSld6C3G5quWW1AXJVUZkoTtoLuVxb9w0KiV1dZTNuYNNnerCTLcr6dqzUoKMZsS23ZSsEoeRxEt6SWalLPNYK18l-Rriu9CLW3nbOHjhcDR88Q0Z-DywnTGiO_YZhjyI5t6MUuT0B3BFIzYenIseLAcWTZ6eIFLtZnbw8seIAcLoVium9vzjcBDcdFMqnX5qWP5HOeaf7nEymGxMAqm3rXQJy7uo1T7au_RMimwypLZYnU_84QuKy12r/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://www.airportkosice.sk/sk/pre-cestujucich/aktuality/tlacova-sprava-letisko-kosice-prilakalo-v-lete-viac-ako-161-655
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SR negotiated aid for companies and households from European funds
Wednesday, October 19 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

 European funds can also be used to help companies and households in times of energy crisis. Slovak Deputy Prime
Minister Veronika Remišová said that Slovakia had managed to negotiate the change in Brussels. Euro funds will be
able to be used for operating costs for small and medium-sized enterprises, to help vulnerable households, for
example in the form of energy vouchers, or for job retention schemes. The Slovak proposal, which has been endorsed
by the European Commission, is still subject to approval by the Council and the European Parliament. q

MIRRI SR will help recipients of subsidies 
Monday, October 17 | ČIANEWS | Information Source

Vice Prime Minister and Minister of Investments Veronika Remišová calls on recipients of European funds from the
IROP program to request an increase in projects that will cover the increase in the price of building materials. The
Ministry of Investments, Regional Development and Informatization of the Slovak Republic (MIRRI SR) will advise
recipients with applications on a special telephone helpline. V. Remišová added that the new law makes it possible to
increase funding for projects by up to 20%. The increase concerns approximately 600 projects. q

https://www.mirri.gov.sk/aktuality/cko/vicepremierka-remisova-skvela-sprava-pre-slovensko-na-pomoc-firmam-a-domacnostiam-v-case-energetickej-krizy-pojdu-aj-eurofondy-dohodli-sme-sa-na-tom-s-europskou-komisiou/
https://www.mirri.gov.sk/aktuality/cko/vicepremierka-remisova-vyzyva-prijimatelom-eurofondov-z-programu-irop-aby-ziadali-navysenie-projektov-ktore-pokryje-narast-cien-stavebnych-materialov/

